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ABSTRACT Translation is a central cellular process and the complexity of its mechanism necessitates mathematical frame-
works to better understand system properties and make quantitative predictions. We have developed a gene sequence-speciﬁc
mechanisticmodel for translation which accounts for all the elementary steps of translation elongation. Included in ourmodel is the
nonspeciﬁc binding of tRNAs to the ribosomal A site, and we ﬁnd that the competitive, nonspeciﬁc binding of the tRNAs is the rate-
limiting step in the elongation cycle for every codon. By introducing our model in terms of the Michaelis-Menten kinetic framework,
we determine that these results are due to the tRNAs that do not recognize the ribosomal A site codon acting as competitive
inhibitors to the tRNAs that do recognize the ribosomal A site codon. We present the results of a sensitivity analysis to determine
the contribution of elongation cycle kinetic parameters of each codon on the overall translation rate, and observe that the
translation rates of mRNAs are controlled by segments of rate-limiting codons that are sequence-speciﬁc. Along these lines, we
ﬁnd that the relative position of codons along the mRNA determines the optimal protein synthesis rate.
INTRODUCTION
Translation, or protein synthesis, is a process that is central to
cellular function. It is essentially a template polymerization
process (1) consisting of initiation, elongation, and termina-
tion phases. Messenger RNA (mRNA), composed of a se-
quence of codons coding for amino acids, carries genetic
information. Initiation occurs with binding of the ribosome to
the ribosomal binding site near the 59 end of the mRNA.
During the elongation phase the ribosome facilitates assem-
bly of the polypeptide chain with one amino acid (aa) added
per elongation cycle at each codon. Amino acids are deliv-
ered to the ribosome by transfer RNAs (tRNAs) in the form
of ternary complexes that serve as adaptor molecules be-
tween the amino acid and the codon present in the ribosomal
A site. Termination involves release of the completed peptide
from the ribosome near the 39 end of the mRNA. Multiple
proteins can be synthesized simultaneously on a single
mRNAmolecule, forming a structure called the polysome (or
polyribosome) consisting of several ribosomes simulta-
neously translating the same mRNA. Polysome size is the
number of ribosomes bound to a single mRNA molecule.
Hence, the higher the polysome size, the greater the coverage
of the mRNA due to ribosomes translating it. Polysomes have
been observed experimentally (2), and modern techniques
have allowed the quantiﬁcation of polysome size for almost
every mRNA in yeast cells (3).
The sheer complexity of the translation mechanism ne-
cessitates mathematical, mechanistic frameworks to better
understand the system properties of translation and make
quantitative predictions. Several studies have been conducted
involving investigating the kinetics of protein synthesis that
take into account the ribosome movement on mRNAs (4–6),
and other studies (7,8) have involved the effects of compe-
tition for ribosomes between mRNAs on cell-wide mapping
between mRNA and protein levels. An assumption in these
studies is that the elongation kinetics at each codon depends
on a single rate constant that is the same for all codon species
at all positions along the length of the mRNA. In reality,
codons have varying elongation kinetics due to different
tRNA availabilities (9) and codon-anticodon compatibilities
(10–12), and the multiple elementary steps and translational
components involved in the elongation cycle at every codon.
Therefore, a better understanding of the properties of trans-
lation requires the consideration of the translation elongation
phase, accounting for all elongation cycle intermediate steps.
In previous work (13), we developed such a kinetic model of
the translational machinery that is deterministic and se-
quence-speciﬁc, and accounts for all the elementary steps of
the translation mechanism. We also performed a sensitivity
analysis to determine the effects of the kinetic parameters and
concentrations of the translational components on the protein
synthesis rate.
A ﬁnding from our model was that tRNA concentrations
have almost no impact on protein synthesis rate. However,
experimental evidence suggests tRNA concentrations are
signiﬁcant to translation kinetics. The work by Ikemura (14)
shows a correlation between tRNA abundances and codon
frequencies. Other work demonstrates that synonymous co-
dons (different codons coding for the same amino acid) are
not translated at the same rate (11), with higher translation
rates for more abundant or major codons (15). Given the
difference between experimental results and those deter-
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mined from our computational studies (13), it is important to
note that a simplifying assumption made in our model is that
only ternary complexes that recognize the A site codon can
bind to the ribosome. In reality, ternary complexes initially
bind nonspeciﬁcally to the ribosomal A site, which means
that both ternary complexes recognizing and not recognizing
the ribosomal A site codon can bind to the ribosome in the
ﬁrst intermediate step of the elongation cycle of each codon.
The experimentally observed importance of tRNA concen-
tration to protein synthesis kinetics, coupled with our ob-
servation that tRNA concentrations are not scarce enough to
modulate translation rate, motivates questions about the role
the competition between ternary complexes for ribosomal A
site binding plays in protein synthesis kinetics.
Hence, in this work we expand our mechanistic framework
to account for ternary complex competitive binding to the
ribosomal A site. We also expand our sensitivity analysis to
make it codon-speciﬁc, meaning that we account for the
contribution of kinetic parameters and translational compo-
nent concentrations of each codon on the overall protein
synthesis rate. We ﬁnd that our expanded mechanistic
framework predicts lower protein synthesis rates than our
previous framework (13). Our sensitivity analysis predicts
that, at low polysome sizes, the codons near the 59 end of the
mRNA control protein synthesis rate, at intermediate poly-
some sizes different conﬁgurations of codons along the length
of the mRNA control protein synthesis rate, and at high
polysome sizes the codons near the 39 end of the mRNA
control protein synthesis rate. Moreover, our sensitivity anal-
ysis identiﬁes the competitive, nonspeciﬁc binding of the
tRNAs to the ribosomal A site as rate-limiting to the elon-
gation cycle for every codon. By introducing our previous
(13) and current mechanistic models in terms of theMichaelis-
Menten kinetic framework, we determine that these results
are due to the tRNAs that do not recognize the ribosomal A
site codon acting as competitive inhibitors to the tRNAs that
do recognize the ribosomal A site codon.We also observe that
the relative position of codons along the mRNA determines
the optimal protein synthesis rate, and that the translation
rates of mRNAs are controlled by segments of rate-limiting
codons that are sequence-speciﬁc.
METHODS
Elementary steps of the elongation cycle
The translation elongation phase is a cyclic process that involves codons,
ribosomes, amino acids, tRNAs, elongation factors Tu, Ts, and G, and leads
to the assembly of polypeptide chains (Fig. 1). Each amino acyl-tRNA (aa-
tRNA) binds to Ef-Tu:GTP, forming a ternary complex (step 13). The ternary
complex then binds reversibly to the ribosomal A site in a codon-independent
manner (step 1). After ﬁnding the correct codon match and reversible codon-
dependent binding (step 2), GTP is hydrolyzed (step 3), Ef-Tu:GDP changes
position on the ribosome (step 4) and is released (step 5). In a two-step
process, Ef-Ts catalyzes regeneration of Ef-Tu:GTP (steps 11 and 12).
During accommodation the aa-tRNA undergoes a conformation change and
enters the A site (step 6). Transpeptidation then occurs (step 7), where the
peptide chain is transferred from the peptidyl-tRNA to the aa-tRNA, re-
sulting in the elongation of the polypeptide chain by one amino acid. Re-
versible binding of Ef-G:GTP (step 8) facilitates translocation (step 9).
During translocation the P site tRNA and codon move to the E site of the
ribosome and the A site tRNA and codon move to the P site, resulting in the
complex moving toward the 39 end of the mRNA by one codon. The tRNA in
the E site is released along with Ef-G:GDP (step 10), and Ef-G:GTP is re-
cycled in a two-step process (steps 14 and 15).
Mathematical model
In this section, we introduce a mechanistic framework that incorporates the
kinetics of all the intermediate steps of the translation elongation cycle oc-
curring at a given codon in a single expression. A summary of the as-
sumptions made in this formulation, along with descriptions of the variables
and parameters, can be found in Appendix A. A detailed description of this
model can be found in our previous study (13).
The initiation rate is described as
VI;r ¼ kI;rRðfÞCðfÞn16;r; n ¼ 1; (1)
where kI,r is the initiation rate constant of mRNA r, R
(f) is the free ribosome
concentration, and C
ðfÞ
n16;r is the concentration of mRNA r having a free
ribosomal binding site.
The elongation rate at codon n along the length of the mRNA species r is
described as
Vij;n;r ¼ keffE;n;rSij;n;rUn;rMr; n 2 ½1;Nr  1; (2)
where the subscript i denotes the P site codon species, the subscript j denotes
the A site codon species, the subscript n denotes the position of the ribosomal
P site codon, keffE;n;r is the effective elongation rate constant, and Sij,n,r is the
fraction of the mRNA species r concentrationwith codon position n occupied
by the P site of a translating ribosome. Ribosome movement along the length
of the sequence is dependent on the conditional probability that the codon
adjacent to the codon occupied by the front of the ribosome is free, given that
the previous codon is occupied by the front of the ribosome, Un,r, and Mr is
the concentration of mRNA r.
The effective elongation rate constant at codon position n, keffE;n;r (Eq. 3), is
comprised of terms representing the kinetics of each of the translation
elongation cycle intermediate steps occurring at that codon, and these terms
depend on the reaction rate constants corresponding to the elongation cycle
intermediate steps (13):
k
eff
E;n;r ¼
1
Un;rða1;j1a21a31a41a51a61a71a9Þ1a8:
(3)
A summary of the effective elongation rate constant terms is included in
Table 1 and Zouridis and Hatzimanikatis (13). In this work, we investigate
effects of ternary complex competition for ribosomal A site binding, so it
is important to note that the ﬁrst effective elongation rate constant term,
a1,j, corresponds to the reversible, codon-independent binding of the
ternary complex to the ribosomal A site codon species j. The expression
for a1,j is
a1;j ¼ ðk11k2Þðk21k3Þ
k2k3
 k2
k3
 
1
k1T
ðfÞ
j
; (4)
where k1, k1, k2, k2, and k3 are reaction rate constants corresponding to
ternary complex binding. Free ternary complex concentrations T
ðfÞ
k
 
are of
species k, with k 2 K, where K is the set of ternary complex species. Hence,
T
ðfÞ
j is the free ternary complex concentration of species j recognizing A site
codon species j. Equation 4 was derived assuming that only ternary com-
plexes recognizing the ribosomal A site codon bind to the ribosome during
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nonspeciﬁc binding. In reality, all ternary complexes species can bind to the
ribosome during the codon-independent binding intermediate step, regard-
less of whether or not they recognize the A site codon. Hence, in this work we
relax our original assumption by allowing all ternary complex species to be
able to bind to the ribosomal A site at this step, yielding the following
expression for the nonspeciﬁc ternary complex binding term of the effective
elongation rate constant,
a
T
1;j ¼
ðk11k2Þðk21k3Þ
k2k3
 k2
k3
 
1
k1T
ðfÞ
j
11K1+
k 6¼j
T
ðfÞ
k
 !
;
(5)
where the term

11K1+k 6¼j T
ðfÞ
k

accounts for ternary complex competi-
tive binding andK1¼ k1/k1. By replacing a1,j with aT1;j in the expression for
FIGURE 1 The elementary mechanistic steps of the translation elongation process. Ribosomal A, P, and E sites indicated on the intermediates between steps
1 and 2 and steps 9 and 10. Step 1: Reversible, codon-independent binding of the ternary complex to the ribosomal A site. Step 2: Reversible, codon-dependent
binding of the ternary complex to the ribosomal A site. Step 3: GTP hydrolysis. Step 4: Ef-Tu:GDP position change on the ribosome. Step 5: Ef-Tu:GDP
release. Step 6: aa-tRNA accommodation. Step 7: Transpeptidation. Step 8: Reversible binding of Ef-G:GTP. Step 9: Translocation. Step 10: E site tRNA
release. Steps 11 and 12: Ef-Ts catalyzed regeneration of Ef-Tu:GTP. Step 13: Ef-Tu:GTP binding to the aa-tRNA. Steps 14 and 15: Regeneration of
Ef-G:GTP.
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the effective elongation rate constant (Eq. 3), we deﬁne keff;TE;n;r to be the effec-
tive elongation rate constant accounting for ternary complex competitive
binding:
k
eff;T
E;n;r ¼
1
Un;rðaT1;j1a21a31a41a51a61a71a9Þ1a8
:
(6)
The termination rate is described as
VT;r ¼ kT;rSTr ; (7)
where kT,r is the termination rate constant of mRNA r and S
T
r is the total
concentration of ribosomes on mRNA r that have completed the translation
elongation phase.
The dynamics describing the transition between the states of the elon-
gation phase are as follows:
dSij;n;r
dt
¼ VI;r VE;n;r; n¼ 1; (8)
dSij;n;r
dt
¼VE;n1;rVE;n;r; n2 2;Nr1½ ; (9)
dS
T
r
dt
¼VE;n;r VT;r; n¼Nr 1: (10)
The total ribosome and codon concentrations are expressed by Eqs. 11
and 12, respectively,
R
ðtÞ ¼+
r
+
Nr1
n¼1
Sij;n;r1S
T
r
 
1RðfÞ; (11)
Mr ¼
+
n16
n
Sij;n;r1C
ðfÞ
n;r ; n¼ 1
+
n16
n
ðSij;n;rÞ1CðfÞn;r ; n2 2;Nr ðL11Þ½ 
;
8><
>>: (12)
where C
ðfÞ
n;r is the concentration of free codons at position n of mRNA r.
Sensitivity analysis
We investigate the effects of elongation cycle kinetics at each codon along
the length of the mRNA on the steady-state protein synthesis rate by ex-
amining the ﬂux control coefﬁcients, Cvp; which are deﬁned as fractional ﬂux
changes with respect to fractional input parameter changes (16). Similar to
the Summation Theorem (16), we can show that the sum of the control co-
efﬁcients with respect to the reaction rate constants for an mRNA species that
is not competing for translational resources with other mRNA species is
equal to one,
C
v
kI;r
1CvkE;r1C
v
kT;r
¼ 1; (13)
where CvkI;r and C
v
kT;r
are the fractional changes in ﬂux with respect to frac-
tional changes in the initiation and termination rate constants, respectively. A
detailed derivation of the Summation Theorem is included in section 5.3.1 of
Heinrich and Schuster (17). The control coefﬁcient CvkE;r is the fractional
change in ﬂux with respect to the simultaneous fractional change in the
elongation rate constant, keffE;n;r; of every codon expressed as
C
v
kE;r
¼ +
Nr1
n¼1
C
v
k
eff
E;n;r
; (14)
where Cv
keffE;n;r
is the control coefﬁcient corresponding to the elongation step
occurring at the codon at position n on themRNA and is the fractional change
in ﬂux with respect to the fractional change in the effective elongation rate
constant at position n. The control coefﬁcient with respect to the effective
elongation rate constant at codon position n, Cv
keffE;n;r
; is equal to the sum of the
control coefﬁcients with respect to the reaction rate constants of the elon-
gation cycle intermediate steps at codon position n, where
C
v
k
eff
E;n;r
¼Cvk1 ;n1C
v
k1 ;n1C
v
k2 ;n
1Cvk2 ;n1C
v
k3 ;n
1Cvk4 ;n
1Cvk5 ;n1C
v
k6 ;n
1Cvk7 ;n1C
v
k7 ;n1C
v
k8 ;n
1Cvk9 ;n: (15)
Equations 14 and 15 are also applied to determine control coefﬁcients of the
elongation steps along the length of the mRNA with under ternary complex
competitive binding conditions, Cv
k
eff;T
E;n;r
: Details of the ﬂux control coefﬁcient
derivation are included in previous work (13).
COMPUTATIONAL STUDIES
We utilize our mathematical model of protein synthesis and
the sensitivity analysis to investigate the steady-state trans-
lation properties of Escherichia coli mRNAs as functions of
polysome size with and without accounting for ternary com-
plex competitive binding to the ribosomal A site. Polysome
size is the number of ribosomes bound to a single mRNA
molecule, so the higher the polysome size, the greater the
TABLE 1 Effective elongation rate constant terms
Parameter Expression Elongation cycle intermediate step Magnitude
a1,j
ðk11k2Þðk21k3Þ
k2k3
 k2k3
h i
1
k1T
ðfÞ
j
Codon-independent binding of the ternary complex,
noncompetitive conditions.
6 3 104  0.04
aT1;j
ðk11k2Þðk21k3Þ
k2k3
 k2k3
h i
1
k1T
ðfÞ
j
11K1+k6¼j T
ðfÞ
k
 
Codon-independent binding of the ternary complex,
competitive conditions.
0.19–12.9
a2
k21k3
k2k3
Codon-dependent binding. 0.005
a3 1=k3 GTP hydrolysis. 0.01
a4 1=k4 Ef-G:GDP position change on ribosome. 0.0015
a5 1=k5 Ef-G:GDP release. 0.067
a6 1=k6 A site tRNA accommodation. 0.05
a7
k71k8
k7k8GðfÞ
Ef-G:GTP binding. 3.5 3 104
a8 1=k8 Translocation. 0.004
a9 1=k9 E site tRNA release. 0.05
Numerical values for the reaction rate constants, k1, k1, k2, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6, k7, k7, k8, and k9, the Ef-G concentration, G
(f), are included in Zouridis and
Hatzimanikatis (13). Experimental data for the reaction rate constants can be found in the literature (24–27). Experimental data for the Ef-G concentration can
be found in Hershey (1). Numerical values for the free ternary complex species concentrations, T
ðfÞ
j ; are included in Table 2.
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coverage of the mRNA by ribosomes. Hence, we deﬁne r to
be the fraction of the mRNAmolecule covered by translating
ribosomes, as
r¼
L+
n
Sij;n;r
MrNr
; (16)
where L ¼ 12 is the number of codons covered by the
ribosome (18–20) and Nr is the number of codons of mRNA
r. The ribosomal fractional coverage, r, varies between zero
(no ribosomes translating the mRNA) and one (full coverage
of the mRNA by translating ribosomes). The values for the
concentration of each mRNA species r,Mr, the free ribosome
concentration, R(f), the free ternary complex concentrations,
T
ðfÞ
k ðk 2 KÞ; and the free Ef-G concentration, G(f), applied in
these studies, along with the reaction rate constants, k1, k1,
k2, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6, k7, k7, k8, and k9, are the same as those
used in previous work (13). It is important to note that the
concentrations of the translational machinery and the reaction
rate constants are derived from experimental data. The
mRNA concentration can be found in Bremer and Dennis
(21), the ribosome concentration can be found in the literature
(21,22), the ternary complex concentrations can be found in
Dong et al. (23), and the Ef-G concentration can be found in
Hershey (1). The reaction rate constants listed above can be
found in the literature (24–27), and the rate constants for
translation initiation, kI,r, and translation termination, kT,r, are
allowed to vary in our mechanistic framework. Also, the
method used to calculate steady-state translation rate as a
function of polysome size is the same as that from previous
work (13). The obtained steady-state translation rates are
applied to the sensitivity analysis to determine the ﬂux
control coefﬁcients.
In this work, we consider three cases with respect to ter-
nary complex binding to the ribosomal A site codon. These
cases differ by how the free ternary complex concentrations
are applied for the quantiﬁcation of the effective elongation
rate constants keffE;n;r and k
eff;T
E;n;r : In Table 2 we list the free
ternary complex concentrations and corresponding magni-
tudes for keffE;n;r and k
eff;T
E;n;r for all the ternary complex species.
The effective elongation rate constant magnitudes shown
correspond to Un,r ¼ 1. The following assumptions were
employed for each case:
Case I: Noncompetitive binding
Only the ternary complex species recognizing the ribosomal
A site codon are allowed to participate in the nonspeciﬁc
binding step of the elongation cycle. In studies considering
Case I, the ternary complex concentrations recognizing the A
site codons, T
ðfÞ
j ; are set equal to the median concentration,
T
ðfÞ
med ¼ 4:3mM; in the effective elongation rate constant
expressions

keffE;n;r

of every codon. Although variations in
ternary complex concentrations cause variations in effective
elongation rate constant magnitudes, we have observed that
these differences are negligibly small under noncompetitive
binding conditions (13).
TABLE 2 Effective elongation rate constant magnitudes for each E. coli ternary complex species
Species T(f) (mM) keffE ðs1Þ* keff;TE ðs1Þ* Species T(f) (mM) keffE ðs1Þ* keff;TE ðs1Þ*
Ala1B 14.7 5.3 2.0 Leu5 3.5 5.1 0.7
Ala2 1.9 4.9 0.4 Lys 6.1 5.2 1.1
Arg2 23.1 5.3 2.7 Met 2.5 5.0 0.5
Arg3 2.3 5.0 0.4 Phe 4.0 5.1 0.7
Arg4 3.4 5.1 0.6 Pro1 2.2 5.0 0.4
Arg5 2.3 5.0 0.4 Pro2 3.8 5.1 0.7
Asn 5.4 5.2 0.9 Pro3 2.0 4.9 0.4
Asp1 9.5 5.2 1.5 Ser1 6.9 5.2 1.2
Cys 7.2 5.2 1.2 Ser2 1.3 4.7 0.3
Gln1 3.0 5.0 0.6 Ser3 5.4 5.2 1.0
Gln2 3.8 5.1 0.7 Ser5 3.8 5.1 0.7
Glu2 20.7 5.3 2.5 Thr1 0.4 3.7 0.1
Gly1 5.6 5.2 1.0 Thr2 2.8 5.0 0.5
Gly2 5.6 5.2 1.0 Thr3 4.3 5.1 0.8
Gly3 18.0 5.3 2.3 Thr4 5.4 5.2 1.0
His 3.6 5.1 0.7 Trp 4.1 5.1 0.7
Ile1 7.2 5.2 1.2 Tyr1 4.4 5.1 0.8
Ile2 10.8 5.3 1.6 Tyr2 5.1 5.2 0.9
Leu1 14.9 5.3 2.0 Val1 17.1 5.3 2.2
Leu2 5.2 5.2 0.9 Val2A 2.6 5.0 0.5
Leu3 2.2 5.0 0.4 Val2B 3.7 5.1 0.69
Leu4 9.4 5.2 1.5
Numerical values for the free ternary complex species concentrations, T(f), are estimated in Zouridis and Hatzimanikatis (13). Experimental data for the
ternary complex concentrations can be found in Dong et al. (23).
*Evaluated at Un,r ¼ 1.
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Case II: Uniform competitive binding
All ternary complex species are allowed to participate in the
nonspeciﬁc binding step of the elongation cycle. Similar to
Case I, in studies considering Case II, the ternary complex
concentrations recognizing the A site codons, T
ðfÞ
j ; are set
equal to the median concentration, T
ðfÞ
med ¼ 4:3mM in the
effective elongation rate constant expressions

keff;TE;n;r

of ev-
ery codon. Although we observe in this work that variations
in ternary complex concentrations cause signiﬁcant varia-
tions in elongation rate-constant magnitudes, Case II allows
us to study the effects of ternary complex competitive bind-
ing in a codon-independent manner. Moreover, because all
codons are treated uniformly in Case II, we study the effects
of ternary complex competitive binding in a sequence-inde-
pendent manner.
Case III: Nonuniform competitive binding
Similar to Case II, all ternary complex species are allowed to
participate in the nonspeciﬁc binding step of the elongation
cycle. However, in studies considering Case III, the ternary
complex concentrations recognizing the A site codons, T
ðfÞ
j ;
are set equal to their respective physiological levels in the
effective elongation rate constant expression

keff;TE;n;r

: Be-
cause codons are not treated uniformly in Case III, we study
the effects of ternary complex competitive binding in both a
codon- and sequence-speciﬁc manner.
Effects of ternary complex competitive binding
on the relationships between protein synthesis
properties and polysome size
In these studies we apply Cases I and II to investigate the
translation properties of the trpR gene of E. coli in both a
codon- and sequence-independent manner.
Effects of ternary complex competitive binding on the
relationship between translation rate and polysome size
We observe that as ribosomal fractional coverage increases,
the protein synthesis rate increases, reaches a maximum, and
then decreases under both competitive (Fig. 2, curves ii and
iii) and noncompetitive (Fig. 2, curve i) binding conditions.
Included in Fig. 2 are results for Cases I and II (curves i and
iii, respectively), and Case II with all the codons in the se-
quence recognized by the ternary complex species having the
maximum free concentration of 23.1 mM (curve ii). The
translation rates determined under Case I are higher at each
polysome size than those determined under Case II. This
result is due to the large difference in the effective elongation
rate constant magnitudes under the two cases. For Un,r ¼ 1,
under Case I, keffE;n;r ¼ 5:1 s1 (curve i), while under Case II,
keff;TE;n;r ¼ 2:7 s1 (curve ii) and keff;TE;n;r ¼ 0:8 s1 (curve iii).
Because the effective elongation rate constant magnitudes
under Case I are higher than those under Case II, the trans-
lation rates observed under Case I are higher than those ob-
served under Case II.
Rate-limiting steps and polysome size
We applied the control analysis framework to the model to
determine if translation is initiation-, elongation-, or termination-
limited under different polysome sizes.We observe that under
both Cases I and II, translation is initiation-limited for r ,
0.5; elongation-limited for 0.5 , r , 0.99, with elonga-
tion control maximal at the same ribosomal fractional cov-
erage that speciﬁc protein production rate is maximal; and
termination-limited for r . 0.99.
Relationship between codon-speciﬁc control of protein
translation rate and polysome size
We investigated how control of the elongation phase over
translation rate CvkEr is distributed with respect to the codons
along the length of the mRNA at different polysome sizes by
examining the control coefﬁcients corresponding to the ef-
fective elongation rate constants,CvkeffE;n;r
(Fig. 3).We observe that
at low polysome sizes the elongation phase control over
translation rate lies in the codons near the 59 end of the
mRNA. This result is in agreement with early experimental
results demonstrating that point mutations near the start co-
don of the mRNA cause dramatic changes in protein ex-
pression levels (28,29). Also, at intermediate polysome sizes
the control is distributed along the length of the mRNA in
different conﬁgurations, and at high polysome sizes the
control lies in the codons near the 39 end of the mRNA. We
observe the same results under both Cases I and II. These
results are expected because at low polysome sizes kinetics
are initiation-limited (see previous paragraph for discussion),
FIGURE 2 Relationship between translation rate and polysome size for (i)
Case I, and Case II with all codons recognized by the ternary complex
species of (ii) maximum and (iii) median concentrations.
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which means that the initiation process limits the progress of
protein translation. Hence, the more efﬁciently the codons
near the 59 end of the mRNA can be translated, the more
ribosomes can be transferred to downstream codons along the
length of the sequence. Faster transfer of ribosomes due to
more efﬁcient translation of these codons elevates protein
synthesis rate by increasing the probability of an initiation
event occurring without changes to the initiation process
being made. The converse is true for termination-limited
conditions.
Relationship between codon-speciﬁc elongation cycle
intermediate step control of protein translation rate and
polysome size
We investigated how the elongation phase control is dis-
tributed with respect to the elongation cycle intermediate
steps at each codon along the length of the mRNA by ex-
amining the control coefﬁcients: Cvk1;n; C
v
k1;n; C
v
k2;n
; Cvk2;n;
Cvk3;n; C
v
k4;n
; Cvk5;n; C
v
k6;n
; Cvk7;n; C
v
k7;n; C
v
k8;n
; and Cvk9;n; along
with the control coefﬁcients corresponding to free ternary com-
plex concentration, Cv
T
ðfÞ
j
;n
: We observe that the rate-limiting
step at each codon along the length of the mRNA is different
between Cases I and II. Under Case I, we observe that the
control coefﬁcient with respect to the Ef-Tu:GDP release rate
constant, Cvk5;n; is the highest of the control coefﬁcients cor-
responding to elongation cycle intermediate steps at every
sequence position and polysome size (Fig. 4 A, results shown
only for r ¼ 0.67), indicating that this intermediate step is
FIGURE 3 Elongation step control coefﬁcients, Cv
keffE;n;r
; with respect to
sequence position under initiation (A), elongation (B), and termination (C)
limited conditions for Cases I and II.
FIGURE 4 Elongation cycle intermediate control coefﬁcients with respect
to sequence position under Case I (A) and Case II (B) binding conditions.
Results shown are for elongation-limited conditions (r ¼ 0.67).
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rate-limiting to the elongation cycle. This result is consistent
with experimental reports which identify Ef-Tu:GDP release
as one of the rate-limiting steps of the elongation cycle at a
given codon (26). Control coefﬁcients for A site tRNA ac-
commodation

Cvk6;n

and E site tRNA release

Cvk9;n

are
equal to each other and also high (Fig. 4 A, results shown only
for r ¼ 0.67) at every sequence position and polysome size.
The remaining elongation cycle intermediate steps have low
control coefﬁcients, including that for the free ternary com-
plex concentration control coefﬁcient

Cv
T
ðfÞ
j
;n

:
However, under Case II we observe that the control co-
efﬁcient with respect to the free ternary complex concentra-
tion, C
v
T
ðfÞ
j
;n
; is highest at every sequence position and
polysome size (Fig. 4 B, results shown only for r ¼ 0.67),
indicating that ternary complex nonspeciﬁc binding is rate-
limiting to the elongation cycle. The remaining elongation
cycle control coefﬁcients are close to zero, indicating that the
intermediate steps after ternary complex nonspeciﬁc binding
have very little inﬂuence on elongation cycle kinetics.
Moreover, the rate-limiting effects of ternary complex non-
speciﬁc binding are much higher under Case II than the rate-
limiting effects of Ef-Tu:GDP release under Case I, with free
ternary complex concentration control coefﬁcients

Cv
T
ðfÞ
j
;n

under Case II, and more than twice as high as Ef-Tu:GDP
release control coefﬁcients

Cvk5;n

under Case I. We also
observe that the concentrations of ternary complexes that do
not recognize the A site codon, T
ðfÞ
k (k 6¼ j), have an inhibitory
effect on translation kinetics because the corresponding
control coefﬁcients for the combined concentration of the
incorrect ternary complexes, Cv
+
k
T
ðfÞ
k
TðfÞ
med
;n
; are negative (Fig.
4 B, results shown only for r ¼ 0.67), meaning that an in-
crease in this concentration would cause a decrease in
translation rate.
It is important to note that it is the relative magnitudes of
the terms in the effective elongation rate constant, keff;TE;n;r ; that
play a signiﬁcant role in the distribution of control with re-
spect to the elongation cycle intermediate steps at each co-
don. The inﬂuence each elongation cycle intermediate step
has over the overall kinetics of the elongation cycle at a given
codon is proportionate to the magnitude of its corresponding
term in the effective elongation rate constant. Under non-
competitive binding conditions, Ef-Tu:GDP release is rate-
limiting, with a5 ¼ 0.067 (Table 1) being the largest term in
keffE;n;r; and nonspeciﬁc ternary complex binding has almost no
inﬂuence over elongation cycle kinetics, with a1,j ¼ 6 3
104  0.04 (Table 1). However, under competitive binding
conditions, the magnitude of the nonspeciﬁc ternary complex
binding term in the effective elongation rate constant is much
higher than a5, with a
T
1;j ¼ 0:19 12:9 (Table 1), making
nonspeciﬁc binding rate-limiting.
To further understand the relationship between the mag-
nitudes of the effective elongation rate constant terms and the
control the corresponding elongation cycle intermediate steps
have over translation rate, we introduce the elasticities of the
elongation rate at codon n with respect to the free ternary
complex concentration, eVij;n;r
T
ðfÞ
j
; and the reaction rate constant
for Ef-Tu:GDP release, eVij;n;rk5 ; under competitive binding
conditions:
e
Vij;n;r
T
ðfÞ
j
[
@lnVij;n;r
@lnTðfÞj
¼ T
ðfÞ
j
Vij;n;r
@Vij;n;r
@TðfÞj
¼aT1;jkeff;TE;n;rUn;r; (17)
eVij;n;rk5 [
@lnVij;n;r
@lnk5
¼ k5
Vij;n;r
@Vij;n;r
@k5
¼a5keff;TE;n;rUn;r: (18)
Elasticity is deﬁned as the differential change in the rate of
a single reaction step, i.e., in this case, Vij,n,r. Unlike the
control coefﬁcients, which pertain to the overall translation
rate of the mRNA, elasticity is therefore a property local to
that reaction step and not a systemic property. However, due
to the compactness of the elasticity expressions, they are
useful for obtaining general quantitative insight into the im-
pact of the individual reaction rate constants and translational
components on their respective control coefﬁcient magni-
tudes. It is evident from the above expressions that the
elasticity of Vij,n,r with respect to a given parameter is de-
pendent on the effective elongation rate constant term to
which the parameter pertains, and not only on that parameter.
Along these lines, the relative magnitudes of the elasticities
are proportionate to the relative magnitudes of the corre-
sponding effective elongation rate constant terms, and similar
relationships are obtained between the remaining effective
elongation rate constant terms and their corresponding elas-
ticities. Consequently, the control the elongation cycle in-
termediate steps have over the translation rate of each codon
is strongly inﬂuenced by the magnitudes of their respective
effective elongation rate constant terms.
Overall, in these studies we observe that ternary complex
competitive binding to the ribosomal A site introduces
changes to translation rate (Fig. 2). However, competitive
binding does not cause changes to the distribution of overall
initiation, elongation, and termination control with respect to
polysome size. Moreover, competitive binding does not af-
fect the codon-speciﬁc distribution of control with respect to
polysome size (Fig. 3), but instead introduces changes to the
distribution of control with respect to elongation cycle in-
termediate step at each codon (Fig. 4).
Ternary complexes not recognizing the
ribosomal A site codon act as competitive
inhibitors to elongation cycle kinetics
To further investigate the inhibitory effects of ternary com-
plexes not recognizing the ribosomal A site codon, we derive
our mechanistic framework in the context of Michaelis-
Menten enzyme kinetics. Treating all the translating ribosomes
in a single E. coli cell having codon species j occupying the A
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site as the enzyme, and the ternary complex species j rec-
ognizing the A site codon as the substrate, it can be
shown that, in the absence of ternary complex competitive
binding,
vMM;j ¼Vmax;j
T
ðfÞ
j
KM1T
ðfÞ
j
; (19)
where the Michaelis-Menten constant is
KM ¼ k11kM
k1
; (20)
and the maximum reaction rate is
Vmax;j ¼ kMRj: (21)
In the above expression, Rj is the cellular concentration of
ribosomes in the cell participating in translation with codon
species j occupying the A site. By accounting for ternary
complex competitive binding, it can be shown that
v
I
MM;j ¼Vmax;j
T
ðfÞ
j
KM 11
+
k6¼j
T
ðfÞ
k
K1
0
B@
1
CA1TðfÞj
: (22)
Details of the derivation of the above equations, along with
the estimation of Rj, are included in Appendix B.
Under competitive binding conditions, the ternary com-
plexes that do not recognize the A site codon T
ðfÞ
k (k 6¼ j) bind
to the ribosome as the ternary complexes do

T
ðfÞ
j

during the
nonspeciﬁc binding step of the elongation cycle, but do not
proceed to the subsequent intermediate steps. The ternary
complexes T
ðfÞ
k (k 6¼ j) occupying the ribosomal A site prevent
the ternary complexes T
ðfÞ
j from binding to the ribosome, so
the apparent afﬁnity the ternary complexes have in recog-
nizing the A site codon

T
ðfÞ
j

for the ribosome decreases.
This decrease is due to the term multiplied by the Michaelis-
Menten constant (KM) in the expression for v
I
MM;j (Eq. 22),
which represents the inhibitory effects of the ternary complexes
T
ðfÞ
k (k 6¼ j ) on translation rate. However, the maximum re-
action rate Vmax;j
 
is the same under both noncompetitive
and competitive binding conditions. Fig. 5 shows the rela-
tionship between translation rates vMM;j and v
I
MM;j as func-
tions of the ternary complex concentration recognizing the A
site codon, T
ðfÞ
j ; for the median ternary complex concentra-
tion, T
ðfÞ
med: The maximum reaction rate Vmax;j
 
is propor-
tional to the concentration of translating ribosomes having
the codon recognized by the ternary complex species of
median concentration present in the A site, and the ternary
complex concentration is allowed to vary. When evaluating
the translation rate expressions with and without competitive
binding at the median ternary complex concentration
vIMM

T
ðfÞ
med

; vMM

T
ðfÞ
med

; we observe a much lower trans-
lation rate under competitive binding conditions than under
noncompetitive binding conditions (Fig. 5). Similar results
are observed for the remaining ternary complex species.
We examined the expressions for the elasticities, eMM;TðfÞ
j
and e
I
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
; of the reaction rates vMM;j and v
I
MM;j with re-
spect to the ternary complex concentration recognizing the
ribosomal A site, i.e., the ratios of the proportional changes
in vMM;j and v
I
MM;j with respect to the proportional change in
T
ðfÞ
j :
e
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
[
@lnvMM;j
@lnT
ðfÞ
j
¼ T
ðfÞ
j
vMM;j
@vMM;j
@T
ðfÞ
j
; (23)
eI
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
[
@lnv
I
MM;j
@lnT
ðfÞ
j
¼ T
ðfÞ
j
vMM;j
@v
I
MM;j
@T
ðfÞ
j
: (24)
Evaluating Eqs. 23 and 24 yields
e
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
¼ 1 T
ðfÞ
j
KM1T
ðfÞ
j
¼ KM
KM1T
ðfÞ
j
; (25)
eI
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
¼ 1 T
ðfÞ
j
KM 11
+
k 6¼j
T
ðfÞ
k
K1
 !
1TðfÞj
¼
KM 11
+
k 6¼j
T
ðfÞ
k
K1
 !
KM 11
+
k 6¼j
T
ðfÞ
k
K1
 !
1TðfÞj
:
(26)
We observe that the elasticities determined under competitive
binding conditions

eI
MM;T
ðfÞ
j

are much greater than those
determined under noncompetitive binding conditions
e
MM;T
ðfÞ
j

; with eI
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
¼ 0:98 and e
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
¼ 0:17 for the
median ternary complex concentration, T
ðfÞ
med: Equations 25
and 26 suggest that the lower the ternary complex concen-
tration recognizing the ribosomal A site codon, T
ðfÞ
j ; the
FIGURE 5 Amino-acid rate of incorporation as a function of ternary
complex concentration for Case I (solid line) and Case II (dashed line).
Results shown are at the E. coli cellular level for the ternary complex species
of median concentration. Similar results are observed for all ternary complex
species.
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stronger the sensitivity to change under competitive binding
conditions

eI
MM;T
ðfÞ
j

than noncompetitive binding conditions
e
MM;T
ðfÞ
j

: Similar results are observed for the remaining
ternary complex species. As we observed in the results above
relating to reaction rates vMM;j and v
I
MM;j; the increased
elasticities under competitive binding conditions are ob-
served because of the term multiplied by the Michaelis-
Menten constant (KM) in the expression for eI
MM;T
ðfÞ
j
(Eq. 26)
that represents the inhibitory effects of the ternary complexes
T
ðfÞ
k (k 6¼ j) on translation rate. The results in this section
support our results discussed in previous sections pertaining
to ternary complex competitive binding lowering translation
rate and causing the nonspeciﬁc binding intermediate step to
be rate-limiting to the elongation cycle at each codon.
However, the results presented in this section suggest that
the effects of competitive binding are due to the ternary
complexes not recognizing the A site codon T
ðfÞ
k (k 6¼ j) acting
as competitive inhibitors to elongation cycle kinetics.
The relative position of codons along the mRNA
determines the optimal protein synthesis rate
and the rate-limiting effect of the
individual codons
In these studies, we apply Case III to investigate the trans-
lation properties of mRNAs in both a codon and sequence-
dependent manner. We applied our mechanistic framework
to 100 randomly permuted sequences having identical codon
frequencies representative of those of the E. coli genome.
Each sequence is 361-codons-long, approximately the aver-
age length of an E. coli mRNA (22). Similar to our results in
previous sections, we observe that the translation rate in-
creases, reaches a maximum, and then decreases as polysome
size increases (Fig. 6). However, optimum protein synthesis
rates vary with sequence (Fig. 6, results shown only for se-
quences producing highest and lowest optimum translation
rates). We also observe that the optimum rate occurs at
multiple polysome sizes for each sequence and that there are
regimes of polysome sizes for which translation properties
are highly sensitive to the input parameters of our model (Fig.
6). Because all the sequences in this study have the same
codon frequencies, the results presented in this section em-
phasize that the relative positions of codons along the length
of the mRNA can inﬂuence protein synthesis properties.
Relationship between effective elongation rate constant
magnitudes and polysome size
To investigate the overall relationship between translation
rate and polysome size with Case III conditions, we exam-
ined changes in the effective elongation rate constant mag-
nitudes with polysome size. We scaled the effective
elongation rate constants by dividing them by the effective
elongation rate constant, keff;TE;n;r ; evaluated at Un,r ¼ 1 and
T
ðfÞ
j ¼ TðfÞmed that has a magnitude of 0.8 s1. In the absence of
ribosomal crowding on the mRNA, i.e., when Un,r ¼ 1, the
scaled effective elongation rate constant magnitudes vary
between 0.10 and 3.44 due to differences in the nonspeciﬁc
binding term, aT1;j (Eq. 5). Using effective elongation rate
constants determined with Case II conditions as a reference,
we scaled them the same way by dividing them by the ef-
fective elongation rate constant, keffE;n;r; evaluated at Un,r ¼
1 and T
ðfÞ
j ¼ TðfÞmed that has a magnitude of 5.1 s1. Included in
Fig. 7 are the distributions of scaled effective elongation rate
constant magnitudes as functions of sequence position under
initiation (A), elongation (B), and termination (C) limited
conditions for one of the sequences used in this section
(similar results are observed for the other sequences). The
dashed lines represent magnitudes under Case III conditions,
and the solid lines represent magnitudes under Case II
conditions.
We observe that under initiation-limited conditions the
scaled effective elongation rate constants for both Case II and
Case III are approximately equal to the values they take on
when Un,r ¼ 1, and this result is expected because the poly-
some size is low and hence the mRNA is not crowded. Under
elongation-limited conditions, the level of crowding on the
mRNA is higher as reﬂected in the conditional probability
term, Un,r, of the effective elongation rate constant decreas-
ing, which results in the scaled effective elongation rate
constant magnitudes and translation rates increasing. The
level of ribosomal crowding on the mRNA determines the
magnitudes under Case II conditions (see (13) for more dis-
cussion), while the complex interplay between the level of
ribosomal crowding on the mRNA and the level of ternary
complex competition for the ribosomal A site at each codon
determines the scaled effective elongation rate constant
magnitudes under Case III conditions. Codons that experi-
ence a lot of ternary complex competitive inhibition have
FIGURE 6 Relationship between translation rate and polysome size under
Case III conditions.
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lower effective elongation rate constants and are hence
translated more slowly than codons that do not, causing high
ribosome density upstream on the mRNA and large variation
in the conditional probability term, Un,r, that is not observed
under Case II conditions. Consequently the scaled effective
elongation rate constants determined with Case III are much
higher than those determined with Case II. Under termination
limited conditions the polysome size is high, so crowding on
the mRNA is maximal andUn,r 0, regardless of whether the
binding conditions are uniform (Case II) or nonuniform
(Case III). Due to the ribosomal queuing that occurs along the
length of the mRNA at high polysome size (see (13) for more
discussion), the effective elongation rate constants at posi-
tions spaced one-ribosome-length apart are approximately
equal to the translocation rate constant, k8 (see (13) for more
discussion).
Effects of rate-limiting codon segments on the relationship
between optimum translation rate and polysome size
To investigate translation properties occurring in the regimes
of polysome sizes associated with optimum rates, we ob-
tained the elongation step control coefﬁcients

Cv
k
eff;T
E;n;r

of each
sequence at its respective optimum translation rate (Fig. 6).
Similar to previous results (13), at the optimum rate the ki-
netics are completely elongation-limited, with+Nr1
n¼1 C
v
k
eff;T
E;n;r
¼
CvkE;r ¼ 1: The control over rate is dominated by segments
of codons that have high elongation step control coefﬁcients
(Fig. 8, results shown only for sequences producing highest
and lowest optimum translation rates). For all of the poly-
some sizes that the translation kinetics are completely
elongation-limited, we observe that the conﬁguration of
elongation step control coefﬁcients

Cv
k
eff;T
E;n;r

does not change,
and therefore the segments of rate-limiting codons do not
change.
The positions of rate-limiting codon segments are ex-
pected because they correspond to segments of high trans-
lation time (Fig. 9). We deﬁne the translation time of the
codon segments to be
t
seg
n ¼ +
n16
n5
1
k
eff;T
E;n;rUn;r
; n2 6355½ ; (27)
where the codon segments are equal to one ribosome length,
and the translation time of the segment corresponding to
codon n is equal to the combined translation time of that
codon along with the ﬁve upstream and six downstream
codons. We consider the codon segments of one ribosome
length in this way because n denotes the position of the
ribosomal P site codon, and in this work and in our previous
work (13) we assume the front and back ends of the ribosome
are on the sides closest to the 39 and 59 ends of the mRNA,
respectively, with the P site covering the seventh codon
FIGURE 7 Scaled effective elongation rate constant
magnitudes under initiation (A), elongation (B), and termi-
nation (C) limited conditions for one of the sequences used
in this section (similar results are observed for the other
sequences). The dashed lines represent magnitudes deter-
mined with Case III conditions, while the solid lines
represent magnitudes determined with Case II conditions.
FIGURE 8 Elongation step control coefﬁcients, Cv
keffE;n;r
; with respect to
sequence position under Case III conditions.
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relative to the front of the ribosome. We estimated the seg-
ment translation times withUn,r¼ 1 for all of the codons in the
sequence and with Un,r values corresponding to the ribosome
distribution at the optimum translation rate (Fig. 9A). The part
of the sequence having the highest translation times (Fig. 9 A)
corresponds to the rate-limiting codon segment (Fig. 9 B).
Additionally, the segment translation times with Un,r ¼ 1 can
be interpreted as the translation times in the absence of
ribosomal crowding. At the optimum translation rate the
ribosome density is high, resulting in low values for Un,r for
all of the codons in the sequence. Consequently, the transla-
tion times at high ribosome densities are higher than those at
low ribosome densities. However, the part of the sequence
having the highest segment translation times remains the same
at both high and low ribosome densities—consistent with the
rate-limiting codon segment remaining unchanged for the
polysome sizes in which the translation kinetics are com-
pletely elongation-limited.
Because the rate-limiting codon segments correspond to
regions of high translation time, they also lead to nonuniform
ribosome distributions along the length of the mRNA. De-
ﬁning p to be the sequence position of the codon at the 39 end
of the rate-limiting codon segment, the ribosome density
upstream of p is as
r
u ¼
L+
p1
n¼1
Sij;n;r
Mrðp1Þ; (28)
while the ribosome density downstream of p is as
r
d ¼
L+
361
n¼p
Sij;n;r
MrðNr p11Þ: (29)
The ribosome density upstream of p, ru, corresponds to the
part of the sequence between the 59 end of the mRNA and the
39 end of the rate-limiting codon segment, while the ribosome
density downstream of p, rd, corresponds to the remainder of
the sequence. For all of the sequences studied at the optimum
translation rate ru. rd, with 0.61# ru# 0.89 and 0.0091#
rd # 0.76. Ribosomes translate the codons in the rate-
limiting segments more slowly than those in the remainder
of the sequence, leading to higher ribosome densities up-
stream of the rate-limiting codon segments than downstream.
It is important to note that, at the regime of polysome sizes
corresponding to optimum translation rate, the translation
kinetics shift from elongation- to termination-limited. Under
elongation-limited conditions we observe nonuniform ribo-
some densities, while under termination-limited conditions
we observe uniform queuing of the ribosomes along the
length of the mRNA (see (13) for more discussion). In this
transitional regime, the ribosome density becomes very
sensitive to the input parameters of our model, making it
difﬁcult to obtain data. Hence, in Fig. 6 there are regimes of
polysome sizes for which we do not show translation rates.
Furthermore, the positions of the rate-limiting codon
segments determine the minimum polysome size at which the
optimum translation rate occurs (Fig. 10). The closer to the 39
end of the sequence the rate-limiting segment is, the more
ribosomes are accommodated on the mRNA, the higher the
polysome size, and the higher the protein synthesis rate. This
result indicates that the positioning of the rate-limiting codon
segment inﬂuences the optimum translation rate. Translation
of the sequence with the highest optimum rate is limited by
a codon segment near the 39 end of the mRNA (Fig. 8).
Consequently this sequence can accommodate the most ri-
bosomes, maximizing the probability of a translation termi-
nation event occurring and hence maximizing the optimum
protein synthesis rate. The converse is true for the sequence
with the lowest optimum rate, because its translation is
limited by a codon segment near the 59 end of the mRNA
(Fig. 8).
FIGURE 9 (A) Segment translation times, tsegn ; with re-
spect to sequence position for one of the sequences used
in this study (similar results are observed for the other
sequences). The thin line represents the segment translation
times with Un,r = 1 for all codons in the sequence, while the
thick line represents the segment translation times with Un,r
values corresponding to the ribosome distribution at the
optimum translation rate. (B) Elongation step control coef-
ﬁcients,Cv
keffE;n;r
;with respect to sequence position under Case
III conditions for the same sequence used in Fig. 9 A.
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DISCUSSION
We presented a theoretical analysis of protein synthesis that
includes all the elementary steps of the translation mecha-
nism and accounts for ternary complex competitive binding
to the ribosomal A site. Considering protein synthesis ki-
netics in the context of ternary complex competitive binding
provides insights into quantifying the systemic contributions
of ternary complex concentrations to the translational output
of genes. Moreover, our codon-speciﬁc sensitivity analysis
allows us to separately quantify the inﬂuence the concen-
tration of the ternary complex recognizing each codon along
the length of the mRNA has on the overall protein synthesis
rate. We ﬁnd that the expanded mechanistic framework
predicts lower protein synthesis rates than the previously
developed framework (13) (Fig. 2), the conﬁguration of co-
dons that have the most control over protein synthesis rate
changes with polysome size (Fig. 3), and competitive, non-
speciﬁc binding of the ternary complexes to the ribosomal A
site is rate-limiting to the elongation cycle for every codon
(Fig. 4). These results suggest that the ternary complexes that
do not recognize the ribosomal A site codon act as compet-
itive inhibitors to the ternary complexes recognizing the A
site codon (Fig. 5). Considering this model in the context of a
Michaelis-Menten mechanistic framework demonstrates that
translation rates are lower and more sensitive to ternary
complex concentrations under competitive binding condi-
tions than under noncompetitive binding conditions, which is
consistent with what Michaelis-Menten kinetics predicts
under competitive inhibition conditions where a substrate
and inhibitor are competing for access to the active site of an
enzyme.
In these studies the same set of reaction rate constants were
used for the elongation cycle intermediate steps at every
codon along the length of the sequence. Hence, the results
suggest that it is the interplay between the level of ternary
complex competition for the ribosomal A site at each codon
and the level of ribosomal crowding on the mRNA that de-
termines the effective elongation rate constant magnitudes at
each codon and polysome size (Fig. 6 B). This conﬁguration
at a given polysome size determines the corresponding pro-
tein synthesis properties (Fig. 6). However, given that codon-
anticodon compatibilities affect translation rates (10–12,30),
in future studies it will be important to incorporate anticodon
speciﬁc kinetic and thermodynamic (31) parameters into our
model to investigate how translational behavior is affected.
The set of elongation cycle reaction rate constants used in
these studies were the same as those used in our previous
studies (13), which did not account for ternary complex
competitive binding, and they predict higher translation rates,
suggesting that Ef-Tu:GDP release is the rate-limiting step of
the elongation cycle for every codon. The expanded mech-
anistic framework in this study predicts lower translation
rates and indicates that ternary complex nonspeciﬁc binding
to the ribosome is the rate-limiting step of the elongation
cycle for every codon. It has been shown experimentally
that the ternary complexes not recognizing the ribosomal
A site codon do not inhibit translation rate (30), and that
Ef-Tu:GDP release is one of the rate-limiting steps of the
elongation cycle (26). Although these experimental results
are consistent with the results of our previous study (13),
these experiments were performed in vitro and consequently
do not reﬂect in vivo conditions. The results from Bilgin et al.
(30) were obtained by examining the competitive binding
effects 1.3 mM Phe ternary complex experiences from Leu2
and Leu4 varying from 0 mM to 16 mM during poly(Phe)
synthesis. By increasing the Leu2 and Leu4 concentrations
from 0 mM to 16 mM, the authors observe that the translation
rates per ribosome decrease from 4.0 s1 to 3.0 s1. Hence,
they conclude that ternary complex species not recognizing
the ribosomal A site codon have almost no inhibitory effects
in vitro. However, the total concentration of tRNA in E. coli
is roughly 332 mM (22), so in vivo a ternary complex species
having a concentration of 1.3 mM would experience much
higher competitive effects than predicted in Bilgin et al. (30).
By rearranging Eq. 2 we can express the translation rate per
ribosome, vij,n,r, evaluated at Un,r ¼ 1 as
vij;n;r ¼ keff;TE;n;r ; n2 1;Nr 1½ : (30)
Applying 1.3 mM to T
ðfÞ
j and 0–16 mM to +k6¼j T
ðfÞ
k in the
above expression, we observe that the translation rate per
ribosome decreases from 5.0 s1 to 2.4 s1, which is close to
the range of translation rates per ribosome observed in Bilgin
et al. (30). Similar to Bilgin et al. (30), our model predicts low
inhibitory effects of ternary complexes not recognizing the
ribosomal A site codon on translation rate. On the contrary,
when we apply 1.3mM to T
ðfÞ
j and 332mM to+k 6¼j T
ðfÞ
k in Eq.
30, we obtain a translation rate per ribosome of 0.2 s1,
which is much lower than what is observed in Bilgin et al.
(30) and what is predicted using our model above. This result
FIGURE 10 Relationship between the positions of the rate-limiting codon
segments and ribosomal fractional coverage.
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indicates that ternary complexes have signiﬁcant competitive
effects in vivo. Moreover, our model predicts a two-to-
ninefold reduction in optimal translation rate due to ternary
complex competitive binding (Fig. 2), which is consistent
with estimates in previous experimental work (25). Hence,
the difference in the results from our previous work (13) and
current mechanistic frameworks further suggests that ternary
complexes have a signiﬁcant effect on translation kinetics by
acting as competitive inhibitors.
We applied our mechanistic framework to randomly per-
muted sequences having codon frequencies representative of
that of the E. coli genome, and this study provides insight into
the protein synthesis properties of genes with codons recog-
nized by ternary complex species of varying concentrations.
In ongoing work we apply this mechanistic framework to the
protein-coding regions of the E. coli genome. For example, we
investigate from a mechanistic perspective how codon usage
patterns have been correlated with patterns of gene expression
levels (32), with positionwithin a gene (33–35), and correlated
with gene length (36) to better understand the complex, non-
linear interplay between codon usage and protein synthesis
properties, to characterize how these properties relate to pat-
terns such as gene expression levels and function.
While some of the conclusions drawn from our studies
might be as expected to those experienced with protein
synthesis, the proposed computational framework provides a
quantitative veriﬁcation and allows the formulation of hy-
potheses for the origins of the observed phenomena that
mental simulations alone cannot offer. In this investigation
we expanded our mechanistic framework from our previous
work (13) to incorporate information about ternary complex
competitive binding to the ribosome and make quantitative
predictions about the translation mechanism. These mathe-
matical models allow us to consider each part of the complex
biological process and to develop a more complete under-
standing of translation at the systems level.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work we expanded our mechanistic framework from
Zouridis and Hatzimanikatis (13) to account for ternary
complex competitive binding to the ribosomal A site. We
also performed a sensitivity analysis to determine the effects
of the kinetic parameters and concentrations of the transla-
tional components on the protein synthesis rate. We deter-
mined the following:
1. Translation rates are lower under ternary complex com-
petitive binding conditions than under noncompetitive
binding conditions. This result is due to the tRNAs that
do not recognize the ribosomal A site codon acting as
competitive inhibitors to the tRNAs that do recognize the
ribosomal A site codon. Along these lines, the competi-
tive, nonspeciﬁc binding of the tRNAs to the ribosomal A
site is rate-limiting to the elongation cycle for every codon.
2. At low polysome sizes the codons near the 59 end of the
mRNA control protein synthesis rate, at intermediate
polysome sizes different conﬁgurations of codons along
the length of the mRNA control protein synthesis rate,
and at high polysome sizes the codons near the 39 end of
the mRNA control protein synthesis rate.
3. The relative position of codons along the mRNA deter-
mines the optimal protein synthesis rate. Optimal trans-
lation rates of mRNAs are controlled by segments of
rate-limiting codons that are sequence-speciﬁc. The seg-
ments of rate-limiting codons correspond to regions of
high translation time that cause nonuniform ribosome
distributions on mRNAs.
APPENDIX A: MECHANISTIC
FRAMEWORK ASSUMPTIONS
We have applied the following assumption in our current mechanistic
formulation: All ternary complex species can bind to the ribosomal A site
during the codon-independent binding intermediate step of the elongation
cycle, regardless of the codon species present in the ribosomal A site.
Introducing the ternary complex subscript k to the ﬂuxes and state corre-
sponding to nonspeciﬁc binding yields V
ð1Þ
k;ij;n;r; V
ð1Þ
k;ij;n;r; and S
ð2Þ
k;ij;n;r ; and
denotes the nonspeciﬁc binding between each ternary complex species k and
A site codon species j. Detailed descriptions of ribosomal states and ﬂuxes
can be found in our previous work (13). The equations describing the
dynamics of the transitions of state 1, the state existing before ternary com-
plex binding, are
dS
ð1Þ
ij;n;r
dt
¼ VI;r1+
k
ðVð1Þk;ij;n;rVð1Þk;ij;n;rÞ; n¼ 1; (31)
dS
ð1Þ
ij;n;r
dt
¼Vð9Þij;n1;r1+
k
V
ð1Þ
k;ij;n;r Vð1Þk;ij;n;r
 
; n2 2;Nr 1½ :
(32)
We assume that the ternary complexes that do not recognize the A site codon
cannot proceed past the nonspeciﬁc binding intermediate step of the elonga-
tion cycle,while ternary complexes recognizing theA site codon can continue
on to the remaining steps of the elongation cycle. These assumptions yield the
following expressions for the dynamics of the transitions of state 2:
dS
ð2Þ
k;ij;n;r
dt
¼ Vð1Þk;ij;n;rVð1Þk;ij;n;r; n2 1;Nr 1½ ; k 6¼ j; (33)
dS
ð2Þ
k;ij;n;r
dt
¼Vð1Þk;ij;n;r1Vð2Þij;n;r Vð2Þij;n;rVð1Þk;ij;n;r;
n2 1;Nr 1½ ; k¼ j: (34)
The expressions describing the dynamics of the transitions between the
remaining elongation cycle intermediate states are the same as those
described in previous work (13). Equations 31–34, together with the
expressions for the remaining intermediate states, are used to derive the
expression for the effective elongation rate constant accounting for ter-
nary complex competitive binding (Eq. 6) in the same manner that the
original effective elongation rate constant (Eq. 3) was derived in previous
work (13).
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APPENDIX B: MICHAELIS-MENTEN REACTION
RATE EXPRESSION DERIVATION
In the absence of ternary complex competitive binding, we consider the fol-
lowing reaction scheme for the elongation cycle occurring at a given codon:
The states S
ð1Þ
ij;n;r  Sð9Þij;n11;r represent the intermediate elongation cycle ribo-
somal states that are described in detail in previous work (13). The ﬁrst state,
S
ð1Þ
ij;n;r; represents the ribosomal state that exists before ternary complex
binding with the A site empty, and the remaining states have the A site
occupied by the ternary complex.We allow S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r to be the grouped ribosomal
state including all the intermediate elongation cycle states having the ternary
complex bound to the ribosomal A site, where
By introducing the grouped state, S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r; the reaction scheme in Eq. 35
simpliﬁes to
T
ðfÞ
j 1s
ð1Þ
ij;n;r%
k1
k1
s
ðMÞ
ij;n;r/
kM
: (37)
Since our studies are performed at steady state, we obtain the expression for
kM as we obtained the expression for the effective elongation rate constant
previously (13), yielding
kM ¼ 1
Un;rða21a31a41a51a61a71a9Þ1a8: (38)
In this work, kM is evaluated with Un,r ¼ 1.
The equation describing the dynamics of the transitions between
states is
dS
ðMÞ
ij;n;r
dt
¼ k1TðfÞj Sð1Þij;n;r k1Sð1Þij;n;r kMSðMÞij;n;r: (39)
Following from the pseudo steady-state approximation, the concentrations of
the intermediates are assumed to reach steady state much faster than those of
the product and substrate. Hence, we set the time derivative in the above
equation equal to zero and rearrange it to obtain an expression for S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r;
yielding
S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r ¼
k1T
ðfÞ
j S
ð1Þ
ij;n;r
ðk11kMÞ: (40)
By allowing KM ¼ k11kM=k1 (Eq. 20), the above equation becomes
S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r ¼
T
ðfÞ
j S
ð1Þ
ij;n;r
KM
: (41)
The total concentration of translating ribosomes is equal to the sum of the
concentration of ribosomes with the A site empty, S
ð1Þ
ij;n;r; and the concentra-
tion of ribosomes with a ternary complex bound to the A site, S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r: We
assume that the concentration of translating ribosomes with codon species j
in the A site, Rj, is equal to the concentration of ribosomes participating in
translation in an E. coli cell (estimated to be 24 mM in previous work (13))
multiplied by the frequency of codon species j in the E. coli genome. Also,
we assume that Rj is constant and can be expressed as
Rj ¼ Sð1Þij;n;r1SðMÞij;n;r: (42)
Rearranging the above equation and applying it to Eq. 41 yields
S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r ¼Rj
1
11
KM
T
ðfÞ
j
: (43)
Because the amino-acid incorporation rate is equal to kMS
ðMÞ
ij;n;r; it can be
shown that
vMM;j ¼ kMRj 1
11
KM
T
ðfÞ
j
; (44)
which is equivalent to Eq. 19.
Under ternary complex competitive binding conditions we consider the
following reaction scheme:
A similar derivation to the one presented above for noncompetitive binding
conditions yields Eq. 22 for competitive binding conditions.
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G
ðfÞ
1
T
ðfÞ
j 1 s
ð1Þ
ij;n;r%
k1
k1
S
ð2Þ
k;ij;n;r/
k2
s
ð3Þ
ij;n;r/
k3
s
ð4Þ
ij;n;r/
k4
s
ð5Þ
ij;n;r/
k5
s
ð6Þ
ij;n;r/
k6
s
ð7Þ
ij;n;r%
k7
k7
s
ð8Þ
ij;n;r/
k8
s
ð9Þ
ij;n;r/
k9
:
k ¼ j
(35)
S
ð2Þ
k;ij;n;r
k 6¼ j GðfÞ
k1[Yk1 1
T
ðfÞ
k ; k 2 K1 sð1Þij;n;r%
k1
k1
S
ð2Þ
k;ij;n;r/
k2
s
ð3Þ
ij;n;r/
k3
s
ð4Þ
ij;n;r/
k4
s
ð5Þ
ij;n;r/
k5
s
ð6Þ
ij;n;r/
k6
s
ð7Þ
ij;n;r%
k7
k7
s
ð8Þ
ij;n;r/
k8
s
ð9Þ
ij;n;r/
k9
:
k ¼ j
(45)
S
ðMÞ
ij;n;r ¼ Sð2Þk;ij;n;r1 Sð3Þij;n;r1 Sð4Þij;n;r1 Sð5Þij;n;r1 Sð6Þij;n;r1 Sð7Þij;n;r1 Sð8Þij;n;r1 Sð9Þij;n11;r:
k ¼ j (36)
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